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A gap between educational 
research and praxis

Discuss in groups:

Moving research/innovations into practice: why 
it is so difficult? 

How can we make it possible?
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Thinker versus Tinker
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Alan C. Kay (1940-) age 70

"Don't worry about 

what anybody else is 

going to do… The best 

way to predict the 

future is to invent it. 

Really smart people 

with reasonable funding 

can do just about 

anything that doesn't 

violate too many of 

Newton's Laws!" 

(1971)

"I never think of the 

future. It comes soon 

enough."

Albert Einstein (1879-1955)

"We can't solve 

problems by using the 

same kind of thinking 

we used when we 

created them." 

"The whole of 

science is nothing 

more than a 

refinement of 

everyday thinking." 

http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fichier:Albert_Einstein_Head.jpg


Barriers to Innovation

Contradict student and 
teacher beliefs about 
leaning and teaching

Large numbers 
of at-risk 
students 

Perceived as unrealistic for 
local conditions

Does not fit within 
the details of day to 

day practice

Teachers do not own 
the innovation

Initially leave teachers feeling less 
certain and effective

Gap between 
teachers’ and 

researchers’ world 
views



Barriers to Innovation

Require sustained 
commitments

Lack of on-going support with feedback

Stakeholders do not provide 
time for collaborations

Does not address the 
content concerns of 

teachers

Educational fads and undocumented practices 

Does not specifically address student 
achievement Best practices 

approach



The gap between educational research and praxis

• Teachers tend to express opposition to the 
innovations suggested by researchers. (cf. 
Fullan, 1991).

• Teachers appreciate research results obtained 
from quasi-experimental design because they 
think that it proves whether a new learning 
environment or a new pedagogical approach 
is better in some way than previous ones 
(Ratcliffe et al., 2005).
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The gap between educational research and praxis

• in the field of educational technology or curriculum 
or even continuing professional development there 
is much design not based on research (Randolph, et 
al., 2005). 

• design perhaps, is based on a designer’s own 
experiences and beliefs of effective learning or 
design is purely technology driven. Even if the 
design is based on theory, (i.e. research-based 
practice), teachers’ may think that the introduced 
artefact may work well in the designers’ context, 
but not at all in an authentic real-life setting i.e. 
their school context . 8/70



How do we get theories?

Simplistic inductive theory Building

9

Data

Inform the development to

Theory



Deductive Theory Building
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Used to deduce 

hypotheses 

Data

Used to test hypotheses 

Theory



Constructivist Grounded Theory: 

a sophisticated model
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Data

Shapes the general interpretation 

of, and sensitizes to

Inform the development and 

redevelopment of



Two grounds instead of one

12

Researcher grounded

Pre-existing theories

“Deductivism”

Participants grounded

Empirical grounded

“Inductivisim”

Developed theory or model

Modification

Verification-criticism

Building

Inquiry



The Key Argument underpinning DBR is 
‘killing two birds with one stone’

Educational design research can make 
contributions both to educational practice 
(through useful new designs) and theory 
(through the testing and improvement of 
embodied theories, and the explanation of 
outcomes) (O'Neill, 2012). 
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What kind of knowledge?
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Theory

DesignTest Theory

Design

Test

Model-T Model-D



Design-Based Research Methods in 
Education
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Introduction

• Design Research is increasingly 
less research about or for design and 
more research through design.

➢Research about design
➢Researching designers/teams and their practices

➢Research for design
– Original (primary) research into stakeholders’ 

needs, wants, aversions, aspirations etc., technical 
opportunities, trends, etc.
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Overview of DBR

• Driven by problems of practice
– Research of and for practice, not research to practice.
– Collaborative research with practitioners

• Goals
– Implement innovative designs for learning in practical settings
– Use these designs as contexts for research on teaching and 

learning

• Method to link observed outcomes to processes of 
enactment

• Assumes that local context profoundly impacts 
implementation
– Places limits on generalization of findings
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The Name(s)
• Design-based Research: It combines the designing of an educational artefact and 

research concerning the learning in the designed settings. Recently, several groups 
have been active in endeavour combining the design of an artefact (at least a 
teacher guide or a synopsis of a teaching sequence) and educational research using 
several names
– Design-based Research Collective - Northwestern (2003)

• Design Experiments: emphasises the comparison of several versions of designed 
artefact 
– Ann Brown – Berkeley (1992)
– Allan Collins – Northwestern (1990/92)
– Paul Cobb – Vanderbilt (2003/2006)

• Educational Design Research (book): emphasises the process, the features of an 
artefact and educational knowledge (theory) development .
– Van den Akker – The Netherlands (2006)

• Design & Development Research: emphasises the analysis an artefact or a 
successful design process
– Richey & Nelson, 1996
– Richey & Klein (2007) book

• Formative and Design Experiments (book)
– Reinking & Bradley (2007)
user-design research: emphasises the role of user and focus on information 

system (software) design  Carr-Chellman & Savoy (2004) 18/70



(Typical) Three Phases 
of Design-based Research

(Cobb et al, 2003)

• Phase I

– Preparing for a Design-based Research study

• Phase II

– Conducting a Design-based Research study

• Phase III

– Conducting a Reflective Analysis
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(Typical) Three Phases

• Phase I - Preparing for a Design-based Research 
study

• Ground study in literature establishing theoretical intent
• If possible engage in ethnographic study of the existing 

learning ecology 
• Specify researcher assumptions about the design

– Are you proposing an alternate view of the curriculum domain?

• Set out as clearly as possible the envisioned form of learning
• Develop an “embodied” design conjecture – one that is 

testable (starting point/trajectory/end point)
– “How do you think your design/model will work?”
– “What shifts do you anticipate and what will influence them?”
– “Do you have to invent something to make it function properly?” 

(e.g. software)
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(Typical) Three Phases

• Phase II - Conducting a Design-based Research 
study

• Iterative micro-cycles of planning/action/analysis
– Researchers continuously communicate (document) how the 

conjectured design was to function and how it is functioning

– Researchers and practitioners interact around the evolving 
design

– Contextual influences incorporated into the design

• Selected data used to inform these micro-cycles

• Regular references to conjectured design – which can 
change as the study moves forward
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(Typical) Three Phases

• Phase III - Conducting Retrospective Analysis
• Pool all data sources

• Systematically work through the data focusing on the 
effectiveness of the conjectured design

– “How did it function, when did it have difficulties, why did these 
things happen to it?”

• Produce a “thick description” of how the study proceeded  -
“What did the research team learn?”

• Core design principles are developed and refined

• Ultimately yields a description of the “design in practice” 
(Collins, 1999)

• Develop a Humble Local Theory of Instruction (Cobb, 2003)
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The difference bw ER and DER
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http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/en/Image:Design-research-reeves-2000.png
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The cycles/time of the DBR
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Generic Design Research Model
Generic Design Research Model



Timescales of design-based research

• Micro-cycles of analysis during implementation

• Macro-cycles of retrospective analysis
(from Cobb, 2001)
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Examples of research projects 
using DBR
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PhD research 

Designing a Technology-Environment  for

Collaborative  Science Learning:

How technology scaffolding learning with a par 

of  tools in a variety of contexts?
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Investigating and promoting trainee science 
teachers’ conceptual change of the nature of 
science with digital dialogue games “InterLoc”

Mansour, N., Wegerif, R., Skinner, N. et al. Investigating and 
Promoting Trainee Science Teachers’ Conceptual Change of the 
Nature of Science with Digital Dialogue Games ‘InterLoc’. Res Sci
Educ 46, 667–684 (2016). https://doi.org/10.1007/s11165-015-
9475-9 29/70



Research Design 

NoS 

scale

Pre-test

InterLoc session

4 Interloc 

Sessions

NoS Scale Post-test

Content analysis of 

the Interloc

discussions

Descriptive/Quantitative 

data analysis (Pre-Post)

Online interviews

Qualitative 

analysis

Critical Event Recall 

interviews CER

F2F 

discussion

Critical Events 

“conceptual 

change 

evidence”

Action chain Model 

(precondition-action-

results/effects)

NoS lecture/workshop

ICT  and InterLoc workshop

http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.ecademy.com/images/clubs/5190.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.ecademy.com/module.php%3Fmod%3Dclub%26c%3D5190&usg=___UAIjQXpuIQDwMgkINIi3zL8auQ=&h=300&w=400&sz=66&hl=en&start=2&um=1&tbnid=apBZeG5XM_FvTM:&tbnh=93&tbnw=124&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dscience%2Band%2B%2Bnetworking%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1T4SKPB_enGB271GB271%26um%3D1
http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.ecademy.com/images/clubs/5190.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.ecademy.com/module.php%3Fmod%3Dclub%26c%3D5190&usg=___UAIjQXpuIQDwMgkINIi3zL8auQ=&h=300&w=400&sz=66&hl=en&start=2&um=1&tbnid=apBZeG5XM_FvTM:&tbnh=93&tbnw=124&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dscience%2Band%2B%2Bnetworking%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1T4SKPB_enGB271GB271%26um%3D1
http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/wells/lecturer.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.phon.ucl.ac.uk/home/wells/blog0610a.htm&usg=__8OpwdvPIg3QIv8wbDMr4IvKAb_I=&h=968&w=704&sz=23&hl=en&start=1&um=1&tbnid=g0bin_axvRYrfM:&tbnh=148&tbnw=108&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dlecturer%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1T4SKPB_enEG324EG325%26sa%3DN%26um%3D1
http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://serc.carleton.edu/images/NAGTWorkshops/earlycareer/teaching/large_lecture.jpg&imgrefurl=http://serc.carleton.edu/NAGTWorkshops/earlycareer/teaching/LargeClasses.html&usg=__O5a_N0Q7PxKBHddr_iy1yP_Uld0=&h=431&w=650&sz=151&hl=en&start=15&um=1&tbnid=CyUpGianJa0gNM:&tbnh=91&tbnw=137&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dlecture%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1T4SKPB_enEG324EG325%26sa%3DN%26um%3D1










Project plan

WP 5: Intervention/Evaluation/ Refinement

Initiative designs & 

refinement

Analysis

Reflection
Interventions/

Implementation

s

WP 4: Theoretical Frameworks

Pedagogic

al 

strategies               

Teacher 

training

Science 

curricula

WP 6: Dissemination and Valorisations

WP 1

Management and co-ordination

WP 3
Case studies 

with teachers 

and students

WP 2
Documentary 

analysis & 

content analysis
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Research Design

Development

Phase

Assessment

Phase

CPD for the teachers in developing classroom 
dialogue and 21st century skills

Teachers’ pedagogical and ICT needs 

Students’ levels of 21st skills

Exploration

Phase

Implementation

Phase

Thinking together:

Phase 1. Face-to-face collaborative talk: thinking 
together activities

Phase 2: ten ICT-based collaborative talk activities

Project-Based Learning (PBL)

Recycle project for science lessons

Business project for mathematics lessons

Project-Based Learning (PBL) approach with school XX  & 
School XX 

21st century skills 
assessment 

Base Line 
Assessment

Quantitative & 
Qualitative

Interviews 
and 
observation

Interviews 
and 
observation

Quantitative & 
Qualitative 

Interviews 
and 
observation



Reflections

• In groups discuss:

• How do you think DBR fit your research plan?

• What is your concerns about using DBR?

• What are the challenges of using DBR as a 
research design for a PhD project?
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Back to Theory vs. Practice

Principles of Design Based Research
– Designing learning environments intertwined with developing 

theories (proto-theories)

– Cycles of design, enactment, analysis & redesign. Respond to 
emergent features

– Must lead to sharable theories (plausible causal accounts)

– Must account for how designs function in authentic settings 
(document success, failure and interactions)

– Relies on methods that can document and connect processes of 
enactments to outcomes of interest
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To summarise ......

Authors may vary in the details of how they picture design research, but 
they all agree that design research comprises of a number of stages or 
phases:

• Preliminary research: needs and context analysis, review of literature, 
development of a conceptual or theoretical framework for the study

• Prototyping phase: iterative design phase consisting of iterations, each 
being a microcycle of research with formative evaluation as the most 
important research activity aimed at improving and refining the 
intervention

• Assessment phase: (semi-) summative evaluation to conclude whether the 
solution or intervention meets the pre-determined specifications. As also 
this phase often results in recommendations for improvement of the 
intervention, we call this phase semisummative.
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To summarise ......
• Authors about design research also agree a number of characteristics of this 

type of research. These are summarized by Van den Akker et al. (2006: 5):

• Interventionist: the research aims at designing an intervention in a real world 
setting;

• Iterative: the research incorporates cycles of analysis, design and development, 
evaluation, and revision;

• Involvement of practitioners: active participation of practitioners in the various 
stages and activities of the research

• Process oriented: the focus is on understanding and improving interventions (a 
black box model of input – output measurement is avoided);

• Utility oriented: the merit of a design is measured, in part by its practicality for 
users in real contexts; and

• Theory oriented: the design is (at least partly) based on a conceptual 
framework and upon theoretical propositions, whilst the systematic evaluation 
of consecutive prototypes of the intervention contributes to theory building.
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An Introduction to Educational 

Design Research

Proceedings of the seminar conducted at the East China Normal University, Shanghai (PR 
China), November 23-26, 2007
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Handbook of Design Research Methods in Education: Innovations in Science, 

Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics Learning and Teaching by 

Anthony E. Kelly  (Editor), Richard A. Lesh (Editor), John Y. Baek (Editor)

Routledge; 1st edition (June 21, 2008)
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Design-Based Research in Education: Theory and Applications

Edited By Zoi A. Philippakos, Emily Howell, Anthony Pellegrino, Arthur 

Bakker, Kristi Bergeson, Guilford Press 2021
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